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We study the relaxation times t ↵ in the water-methanol system. We examine new data and data from
the literature in the large temperature range 163 < T < 335 K obtained using di↵erent experimental
techniques and focus on how t ↵ a↵ects the hydrogen bond structure of the system and the hydrophobicity of the alcohol methyl group. We examine the relaxation times at a fixed temperature as a
function of the water molar fraction XW and observe two opposite behaviors in their curvature when
the system moves from high to low T regimes. This behavior di↵ers from that of an ideal solution in
that it has excess values located at di↵erent molar fractions (XW = 0.5 for high T and 0.75 in the deep
supercooled regime). We analyze the data and find that above a crossover temperature T ⇠ 223 K,
hydrophobicity plays a significant role and below it the water tetrahedral network dominates. This
temperature is coincident with the fragile-to-strong dynamical crossover observed in confined water
and supports the liquid-liquid phase transition hypothesis. At the same time, the reported data suggest
that this crossover temperature (identified as the Widom line temperature) also depends on the alcohol
concentration. C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941414]
I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the unusual properties of water, which
play an essential role in biological processes, is a topic of
great interest in both science—including the fields of physics,
chemistry, and biology—and technology. Water exhibits properties that are unusual and counterintuitive when compared
with normal liquids. The behavior of a number of thermodynamic and transport properties in water, especially in the
supercooled regime,1,2 is anomalous. Below its melting point
TM , liquid water exhibits divergent-like behavior in its thermodynamic response functions. Another current water puzzle is
its glass transition temperature.3 The clustering behavior in the
hydrogen-bond (HB) network is now commonly accepted to
be the cause of these anomalous properties. When T decreases,
the HBs cluster and form an open tetrahedrally coordinated HB
network. When the T of the stable liquid phase is lowered, HB
lifetime and cluster stability increase. This altered local structure, in principle, continues down to the amorphous region of
the phase diagram where two glassy phases, characterized by
di↵erent densities, have been observed.4 The HB tetrahedrally
coordinated network emerges because the oxygen atom in a
water molecule has two hydrogen-donating sites, and the two
hydrogens are single acceptors.
Glassy polymorphism is one of the most intriguing
properties of water because the two amorphous phases
have di↵erent densities. There is a first-order transition
between high-density amorphous ice (HDA) and low-density
amorphous ice (LDA) that occurs when the pressure and
temperature are changed.4,5 This suggests that liquid water
may also be polymorphous,3,6 i.e., a mixture of a lowdensity liquid (LDL) and a high-density liquid (HDL). The
0021-9606/2016/144(6)/064506/7/$30.00

HDL predominates in the high T regime when the local
tetrahedrally coordinated structure is not fully developed;
whereas in the LDL, an open “ice-like” HB network is
present. The anomalous behavior of water is caused by the
“competition” between these two local liquid forms, and the
HB clustering that occurs when the temperature is lowered
into the supercooled state is behind the diverging behavior
of the various liquid water thermal response and transport
functions.
The water P–T phase diagram is rich, includes the liquid
and the amorphous phases, and also ice in its many structural
forms. At ambient pressure, metastable supercooled water
is located between the melting temperature TM = 273 K
and the homogeneous nucleation temperature TH = 231 K
(the glass transition temperature being Tg = 160 K). The
region between TH and TX ⇠ 150 K is not easily accessible
experimentally in bulk liquid water and is referred to
as “No-Man’s Land”. Crystallization within this No-Man’s
Land can be retarded somewhat by confining water within
narrow nanoporous structures or mixing it with systems
resistant to crystallization, e.g., salt or glycerol.3 Studies
of confined water7–9 at ambient pressure have found that
decreasing T greatly increases HB networking and HB
lifetime, and that at TL ' 225 K, there is a fragile-tostrong dynamic crossover (FSDC) where both LDL and HDL
are observed.7 This confirms the existence of liquid water
polymorphism6 and supports the liquid-liquid phase transition
(LLPT) hypothesis.10
Water is considered as a prototype glass-forming material.
Recent studies of confined water at ambient pressure have
found anomalous dynamic properties inside the No-Man’s
Land including a density minimum at ⇡200 K, an extreme in
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the thermal expansion coefficient @ ln ⇢/@T and specific heat
CP (T),7,8,11,12 and a FSDC13–17 accompanied by the violation
of the Stokes-Einstein relation (SER),18 at and below the
FSDC temperature. Glass-forming liquids are “strong” if their
transport parameters exhibit an Arrhenius behavior. They
are “fragile” if their transport parameters exhibit behavior
that can be described by a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT)
relation. All of these phenomena occur at approximately
the same temperature (TL = Tcross ' 225 K). The extrema in
@ ln ⇢/@T and CP (T) provide, for the first time, evidence that
the thermodynamical anomalies in water are not critical-pointlike divergences.
Aqueous solutions of small amphiphilic molecules can
thus be used as model systems to test water HB interactions
and the resulting HB networks. The simplest amphiphilic
molecule is methanol, CH3OH, which consists of a single
hydrophilic (OH) and a single hydrophobic (CH3) group.
Unlike water, methanol is a strong glass-forming liquid and
exhibits an Arrhenius behavior (⌘ = ⌘ 0 exp(E/k BT)) in the
wide temperature interval 160 < T < 335 K, with TM = 175 K
and Tg = 100 K. Because one of the donor sites in the methanol
molecule is replaced by a hydrophobic group (methyl), it has
one donor and one (or two) acceptor sites, and in its liquid
state has both one-dimensional (chains) and two-dimensional
(rings) HB networks.19,20
In addition to these structural anomalies, the behavior
of the methanol-water solution is more complex than that
found in simple molecules. The thermodynamic and transport
properties are anomalous,21 e.g., the di↵usion coefficient and
the excess entropy are considerably smaller and the viscosity
profile becomes nonlinear when the mixing ratio is altered.
This indicates that the interaction between the two liquids is
strong.22–25 There is no clear explanation for why the microscopic structure of this solution causes these surprising characteristics, although scattering experiments have revealed 3D HB
networks formed by hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions
between the water and methanol molecules. Prior study of
the interaction between methanol and water molecules has
used a variety of experimental techniques including light,26
X-ray,27 and neutron scattering,23,28 and also mass spectrometry,29 nuclear magnetic resonance,30 and MD simulations.31–36
Soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) combined
with a MD simulation study at ambient temperature (298 K)
using water molar fraction XW found three local structures
around the methyl group.27 In particular, in the methanol-rich
region (0 < XW < 0.3), they found a small number of water
molecules around the dominant 1D/2D HB methanol cluster
networks. The mixed methanol-water 3D network structures
increase in the intermediate region (0.3 < XW < 0.7) and
make the hydrophobic interaction of the methyl group
dominant due to the increase of mixed methanol-water
3D network structures. In the water-rich region (0.7 < XW
< 0.95), the methanol molecules are embedded separately in
dominant 3D HB water networks. All of these can be seen
in the in carbon K-edge XAS. The pre-edge feature in the
oxygen K-edge shows an approximate linear concentration
dependence indicating that the HB interaction between
methanol and water is approximately the same as those of
the water-water and methanol-methanol interactions.
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These findings are typically understood to be caused
by intermolecular clustering e↵ects. At low methanol
concentration, methanol molecules exert a slight compressive
e↵ect on the water structure. At high methanol concentration,
the methyl groups are pushed together and the methanol
hydroxyl groups collect around small water clusters.23,28
Under some concentration conditions, these clusters appear to
increase in size on a picosecond scale and percolate, although
their structures break and rapidly reform. This suggests that
the origin of the behavior of water/methanol solutions is
dynamical. Depolarized Rayleigh light scattering, which gives
the HB relaxation times as a function of temperature and the
methanol molar fraction, indicates that the water/methanol
thermodynamic anomalies are due to a complex HB dynamic
behavior on the picosecond time scale.26 In any case, this
structural situation, the corresponding dynamics, and the HB
strength are all strongly temperature-concentration dependent.
Traditional understandings of water-alcohol structural
anomalies have assumed that the structure of normal water
is significantly enhanced by hydrophobic forces that increase
the local order near the methyl headgroup (an “iceberglike” configuration).21 At hydrophobic sites, water also loses
hydrogen bonds and its enthalpy increases. To compensate
for the enthalpy unbalance, the local HB arrangement
of water molecules expands to form low-density water
clusters with lower entropy. NMR measurements of the
spin-lattice T1 and spin-spin T2 relaxation times of the
three functional groups in water/methanol mixtures made
at di↵erent water molar fractions (XW ) and temperatures
(205 < T < 295 K) found that at all concentrations, because
of the strength of the interactions, the relaxation times are
shorter than those in pure water and methanol, and the result
is a complex hydrogen bonding dynamics that determines
the thermodynamic properties. In particular, the interplay
between hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity changes with
T influencing these relaxations. These results confirm that
there are stable water-methanol clusters at high temperatures
due to hydrophobicity, and that at low temperatures, the
tetrabonded water clusters strongly influence the properties of
the mixture.30
Here, we use techniques such as dielectric relaxation
spectroscopy (DE) and NMR to study the dynamics of
the water-methanol mixture. We focus on two transport
parameters—relaxation time t ↵ and the NMR self-di↵usion
coefficient D—as functions of concentration XW and
temperature in the range 160 < T < 335 K. Note that the
reported relaxation time t ↵ measured by DE is “primary”
relaxation. In our study, we use both our own data and data
from the literature. In particular, we examine the evolution of
the transport parameters at a fixed temperature as a function
of XW and evaluate how they di↵er from those in an ideal
mixture in which there are no interacting molecules.
II. DATA AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows an Arrhenius plot of the
times t ↵ versus 1/T in pure bulk water and
and of many solutions in the range 0.1 < XW
stated previously, we acquire the data from DE

relaxation
methanol,
< 0.7. As
and NMR
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FIG. 1. The relaxation time t ↵ for pure water and methanol, and for many
of their solutions in the range 0.1 < XW < 0.7 illustrated in an Arrhenius
plot. A large amount of data come out from DE and NMR experiments;
whereas in the case of bulk water, we also report some data extracted by
the viscosity (⌘). In the figure, the legend indicates the literature origins
of the used data (i) for bulk water: NMR,38–40 viscosity,41 DE relaxation42
including the experiments in the THz region43 and data on confined water
are DE (MCM-41 C10,44), and NMR (MCM-41 C10,44 MCM-41 14 and
18 Å45). (ii) For bulk methanol: NMR,46 DE.47–50 The water-methanol solution data are indicated in terms of the studied XW : for the NMR, we have
XW = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6;38 for the DE three datasets: (a) XW
= 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5;50 (b) XW = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6;51 (c) XW
= 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.52

experiments. In the case of bulk water, we also include
viscosity ⌘ data. In this latter case, and for the NMR
self-di↵usion coefficient (D), we evaluate the corresponding
relaxation time using the Debye-Stokes-Einstein equation and
the scattering law (t ↵ = (Dq2) 1).37 The reported data are
from several experiments. Figure 1 shows (i) bulk water
data, including NMR,38–40 viscosity,41 and DE relaxation42
including experiments in the THz region,43 and confined
water data, including DE (MCM-41 C1044) and NMR
(MCM-41 C1044 and MCM-41 14 and 18 Å45) and (ii)
bulk methanol data including NMR46 and DE.47–50 The watermethanol solution data are indicated in terms of XW . For
NMR, we have XW = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6.38 For
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FIG. 2. This figure shows that in the high temperature region (1000/T . 4.2
(T & 238 K)), the t ↵ of many di↵erent molar fractions exceeds that of water.
To better illustrate such a situation, more NMR data than in Fig. 1 are
reported.

DE, we consider three datasets: (a) XW = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5,50
(b) XW = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6,51 and (c) XW = 0.1, 0.2,
and 0.3.52 The NMR data measured at XW = 0.7 are new
data acquired by means of the pulsed gradient stimulated
spin-echo technique (1H-PGSTE), see, e.g., Ref. 38. The
straight line over the pure methanol data indicates that this
liquid is a strong glass former over a very large temperature
range, a behavior very di↵erent from that in pure bulk water.
Figure 1 shows that for all temperatures, the water relaxation
time t ↵W exceeds that of methanol t ↵M. The t ↵ in solutions, at
the di↵erent reported concentrations, shows a fragile glassforming behavior. This is obtained using a scaling law fitting
of the corresponding data (dashed curves). For water and
methanol, it is obtained using simple data smoothing (dotted
lines). For the scaling law, we use the ideal Mode Coupling
Theory (MCT) (t ↵ / |(T Tc )/Tc | ), where Tc represents
the “critical” MCT temperature and the exponent is not
universal.53 Although the MCT scaling law is used to analyze
the behavior of glass forming materials, all the curves are
shown as a visual aid.

FIG. 3. The relaxation times of the water methanol mixtures, t ↵ , at a fixed
temperature, as a function of the water
molar fraction XW . Figure 3(a) reports
the data in a log-lin scale for the temperatures in the range 163 < T < 300 K.
Two di↵erent behaviors in the low and
high temperature regimes are evident
from these data; whereas the low-T region is characterized by a marked concavity in the t ↵ data, conversely in the
high-T regime, the data show a maximum around XW ' 0.5. This is more
clear in the lin-lin data representation
(Figure 3(b)), where a change in the
data curvature, from concave to convex,
takes place just near T = 228 K, where,
within the experimental error, a nearly
linear behavior (typical of an ideal mixture) can be observed.
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Figure 1 shows that in the high temperature region—
1000/T . 4.2 (T & 238 K)—there is a superposition between
data of many di↵erent molar fractions. Figure 2 shows the
curves interpolating the pure water and methanol relaxation
time data as dots. In such a way, we see that often the
solution data exceed the bulk water data. In contrast, Fig. 1
shows that in the low temperature regime, the water relaxation
times always exceed those of the pure methanol and the
solutions. Although Fig. 2 reports more NMR data on the two
components than Fig. 1, we see a change in the data-spread
(t ↵W t ↵M) at fixed temperature. At T ' 300 K, the change
is less than an order of magnitude, but at T ' 150 K, it is
seven orders of magnitude, indicating a dramatic change in
the solution dynamics. To further examine this, we plot the
relaxation time t ↵ at a fixed temperature as a function of
XW . Figure 3(a) shows in a log-linear scale t ↵ versus XW
for temperatures 163 < T < 300 K, revealing two di↵erent
behaviors at low and high temperatures. In particular, the
low-T region shows a marked concavity in the t ↵ data and the
relaxation time data show a maximum at the high-T around
XW ' 0.5. Figure 3(b) shows a linear-linear graph in which
the curvature of the data changes from concave to convex near
T = 228 K. At that temperature, the relaxation time behavior
is approximately linear within the error bars, i.e., it acts as an
ideal mixture in which molecular interactions have a minimal
e↵ect on the system dynamics.
We clarify these t ↵ properties in water-methanol mixtures
by comparing them with the linear behavior of an ideal
mixture at all the studied temperatures and at di↵erent water
molar fractions. To do this, we connect the measured values
of t ↵W and t ↵M at the desired temperature with a straight line
and subtract the solution values at the di↵erent concentrations
from the straight line values at the same XW . This produces
the t ↵ values. We must mention that this procedure is the one
customary used in order to evidence the interaction e↵ects
among the solution molecules with di↵erent structures and
hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties.21–25 However, we can
take profit by a simple consideration originated by a care
inspection of the data behavior of Fig. 3(a); in other words,
on the di↵erent behaviors shown by the relaxation time of the
two opposite composition phases. That is, whereas t ↵ changes
uniformly in the alcohol side (XW < 0.6 ), it presents a more
complex behavior at the opposite concentrations. Figure 4
shows three linear-scale graphs in which t ↵ is a function of
XW , (a) T = 163 K and 173 K, (b) T = 193 K and 203 K, and
(c) T = 208 K, 213 K, and 218 K. Note that the t ↵ values
are negative for all temperatures, but that their maximum
value decreases as T increases. From 163 K to 218 K, the
t ↵ values vary by four orders of magnitude. Figure 5 shows
a linear plot of the results in the range 296 < T < 335 K.
Here, the t ↵ values are positive, i.e., the solution relaxation
time t ↵ > t ↵W value increases as the temperature decreases.
Thus, the system dynamics slows, and in the low T regime
inside the No Man’s Land, the situation is inverted, i.e., the
water–methanol interactions accelerate more than would be
the case in an ideal solution. Note that Figs. 4 and 5 show
that the positive excess t ↵ for all temperatures is located
in the range 0.5 < XW < 0.6 and that the trend increases as
T decreases. In contrast, in the low T regime, the negative
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FIG. 4. The di↵erences t ↵ between the experimental relaxation time data
and those of the ideal mixture are reported in a linear scale as a function of
XW in three separate panels for T = 163 and 173 K (a), T = 193 and 203 K
(b), and T = 208, 213, and 218 K (c). From the figure, it can be observed
that the obtained t ↵ are negative for all the reported temperatures, but their
maximum value decreases on increasing T ; the overall variation in t ↵ is
from 163 to 218 K more than four orders of magnitude.

excess is located at XW ' 0.75. The results for T > 223 K
are consistent with the water-methanol structural behavior
results using soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy27 at 298 K
and the carbon K-edge spectra as a function of the molar
concentration. The pre-edge feature in the oxygen K-edge
is linear with XW . Hence, this XAS research indicates that
at room temperature, the local structure is produced by the
hydrophobic interaction of the methyl group, as shown in
our high-T region data. We see this also in the proton spinlattice relaxation times T1 measured using NMR in the range
250 < T < 300 K, see, e.g., Ref. 38 (note that T1 / D 54). In
particular, the T1 data show the same reduction seen in the t ↵
behavior when T is decreased (see Fig. 3).
The properties of water in the low-temperature T < 223 K
(⇠TL ) regime and in the No Man’s Land have been studied
using MD simulations9,55–57 and in experiments on bulk
water58 and on water in confinement.7,59 As previously shown,
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FIG. 5. A linear plot of the obtained t ↵ in the range 296 < T < 335 K.
As it can be noticed, the t ↵ values are positive and increase by decreasing
temperature.

TL ' 225 K is both the temperature of the FSDC and the
Widom line temperature (TW ), which has maxima in the
thermodynamic response functions in the P–T plane3,17 (at 1
bar, TL = TW ), and is the locus where the relative populations
of the HDL and LDL species become the same as the
temperature decreases. In particular, the regions at higher
T are dominated by HDL and the deep water supercooled
regime by the LDL. If we decrease T in HDL, at T ⇤ ' 320 K,
an HB network begins to form,60 the HDL population
decreases, and the LDL population increases up to TL and
becomes dominant.7,9,57 At T ⇤, the bulk water compressibility
has a minimum una↵ected by pressure and the expansivity
curves ↵ P (T) measured at di↵erent pressures cross.60 These
structural observations produced by the XAS experiment at
room temperature indicate that the HB tetrahedral structure
plays an important role in water-methanol solutions. When

FIG. 7. The figure illustrates a new approach based on the solution relaxation
time t ↵ from which is evidenced how the Widom line temperature may
depend on the alcohol concentration.

the number of water molecules exceeds those of methanol in
the concentration, i.e., 0.7 < XW < 0.95, the carbon K-edge
indicates that the methanol molecules are separately embedded
in dominant 3D HB water networks, and decreasing the
temperature increases the HB relaxation time by many orders
of magnitude, similar to that observed in water (see Fig. 1).
This is from a side responsible for the t ↵ behavior observed
in the low temperature regime, whereas from the other side,
it suggests a concentration dependence of the Widom line
temperature (TW ). In the high temperature regime, methyl
hydrophobicity is, however, the dominant interaction.
III. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 6. The temperature behavior of the maxima variation in the relaxation
times, reported in absolute units | t ↵, m |, illustrated in one Arrhenius plot
(| t ↵, m | versus 1/T ).

Figure 6 shows the maximum variation in the relaxation
times with respect to the ideal mixture (i.e., the minima and
maxima shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively), reported in
absolute units | t ↵, m |, and displayed as a function of the
temperature in an Arrhenius plot (| t ↵, m | versus 1/T). This
shows the dramatic change in system dynamics near TL , where
t ↵, m changes from positive to negative as T is decreased.
Note that the | t ↵, m | data in the 4.2 < 1000/T < 4.6 K 1 range
are a↵ected by large errors. Independent of the sign change
in t ↵, m , the data show two di↵erent dynamical behaviors in
the high and low temperature regimes. In the high T region,
the t ↵, m is positive and there is little thermal variation. The
variation disappears in the 3.66 < 1000/T < 4.1 K 1 range—
i.e., from 273 K to 244 K—and then decreases dramatically
and becomes negative. In the high temperature range, t ↵, m
slowly decreases by approximately one order of magnitude
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as T is increased until it reaches the maximum studied
temperature of 335 K (see Fig. 5). XAS and MD studies27
indicate that in this latter T-region, the structure of the system
is formed by a large HB network involving both methanol
and water molecules, and that the hydrophobic interaction
of the methyl groups enhances the formation process. Note
that the ratio of the hydrogen donating sites between water
and methanol is 1/1 and the molar ratio 1/1. The figure
inset shows the high T-data in an enlarged scale and we see
the rapidly evolving data slow to moderately evolving (the
two straight lines) when T is decreased to approximately
1000/T = 3.16 K 1 (T ' 318 K). Note that this temperature is
approximately coincident with T ⇤, i.e., the temperature above
which the HB clustering ceases60 and the water molecules are
influenced solely by methyl hydrophobicity.
The | t ↵, m | values in the 1000/T = 4.3 K 1 region are
a↵ected by large errors because they change from positive to
negative near TL ' 225 K (see Fig. 3). Further decreasing T
causes | t ↵, m | to increase by seven orders of magnitude inside
the region from 220 K to 165 K where the LDL network
dominates over the HDL. Note that in this supercooled region
inside the No-Man’s Land, these relaxation time excesses
are localized for all the temperatures at approximately the
same water molar fraction, XW ' 0.75. Here, water molecules
dominate over methanol molecules and produce HB structures.
The system dynamics when water concentration is high and
temperatures low are dominated by the LDL phase and by
the increase in HB interactions. This is reflected in the pure
confined water relaxation time values t ↵ , which for T < TL
evolve from 10 9 s to 10 3 s, and the water behaves as a
strong glass-forming material (see Fig. 1). Here, the methanol
molecules are trapped in the LDL water network and influence
the water dynamics by reducing the relaxation time of the
water molecules in the HB network. This reduction is caused
by changes in the hydrogen-bonding interactions imposed by
the methanol hydroxyl groups (OH) linked via HBs to the
LDL water network. Note also that the di↵erences in the
relaxation times between water and methanol for T ' TL are
of approximately three orders of magnitudes and that they
strongly increase as T decreases.
When T > TL , the di↵erence between t ↵W and t ↵M rapidly
decreases and becomes less than one order of magnitude at
⇠250 K where the excess in the solution relaxation time
t ↵, m is positive. When the methanol and water molecules
are equal in number, the relaxation time excess is due to
the methyl hydrophobic component, which forces the water
molecules to join a dynamical cluster of both molecular
species with a relaxation time at approximately XW ' 0.5 that
is larger than the relaxation times of either liquids, t ↵W and
t ↵M, considered separately. The progressive decrease of this
excess by increasing T is also related to the decrease of t ↵W
and t ↵M. At 298 K, these quantities are t ↵W ' 8.8 ⇥ 10 12 s and
t ↵M ' 4.1 ⇥ 10 12 s.
We treat the absolute values of the relaxation time | t ↵, m |
in the two extreme temperature regions as an indirect measure
of the bond strength and assume that both are characterized by
clustering processes involving water and alcohol molecules.
The di↵erence is that the dynamic stability of the water
molecules is lower at high T due to methyl hydrophobicity
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than that at low T, which is provided by the HBs and thus by
the LDL water phase arranged in tetrahedral networks with
comparatively long lifespans.
Finally, we consider that the solution dynamics changes
with both temperature and concentration just by evaluating
the di↵erent relaxation time behaviors in the rich water phase
with respect to the opposite one, as previously stated. Hence,
if our conjecture that at low T water drives the system
dynamics and that the LLPT hypothesis is valid, TL must
depend on the system concentration. For this reason, we
create Figure 7 by drawing lines connecting the relaxation
time data points for each studied temperature (Fig. 3(a)).
These lines, obtained by a simple smoothing procedure, are
a guide for the eyes but illustrate well how the Widom line
may depend on XW . Figure 7 also shows that for all the
temperatures with T > 238 K, the t ↵ (XW ) behavior is regular,
vice versa in the deep supercooled regime T < 228 K, the
relaxation time behaves in a more complex way: when the
number of water molecules dominates with respect to that
of the alcohol (XW & 0.6), t ↵ suddenly increases. However,
this large increase cannot be singular (divergent) because
at a certain concentration, the relaxation times must evolve
slightly toward the limiting water value (see Figure 1). The
water molar fraction marking the crossover between these
two regimes can be reasonably related with the Widom line.
In addition, the t ↵ of this crossover concentration increases,
on decreasing T from values of the order of nano-second up
to values of seconds at the lowest temperatures. Note that
the crossover concentration decreases with temperature. This
situation is fully consistent with the hydrophobicity e↵ects on
the HB network, being the Widom line the locus in which
the LDL phase (the water HB network) dominates over the
remaining HDL.
In conclusion, our experimental study has three important
findings: (i) the hydrophobicity of methanol molecules
dominates the dynamics of the solution when the water HB
network is less developed and on the order of picoseconds
or shorter (see Fig. 2); (ii) the low temperature dynamics of
the solutions are strongly influenced by the structural changes
in the water at its FSDC where the LDL liquid phase takes
a dominant role in the deep supercooled regime and thus
supports the LLPT hypothesis; (iii) in water alcohol solutions,
the Widom line temperature also depends on the molar
fraction: it decreases as the alcohol concentration increases.
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